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AbSTrAcT

To prevent the initiation failure caused by the uncontrolled fuze and improve the weapon reliability in the 
high-speed double-event fuel-air explosive (DEFAE) application, it is necessary to study the TDF motion trajectory 
and set up a twice-detonating fuze (TDF) design system. Hence, a novel approach of realising the fixed single-point 
center initiation by TDF within the fuel air cloud is proposed. Accordingly, a computational model for the TDF 
motion state with the nonlinear mechanics analysis is built due to the expensive and difficult full-scale experiment. 
Moreover, the TDF guidance design system is programmed using MATLAB with the equations of mechanical 
equilibrium. In addition, by this system, influences of various input parameters on the TDF motion trajectory are 
studied in detail singly. Conclusively, the result of a certain TDF example indicates that this paper provides an 
economical idea for the TDF design, and the developed graphical user interface of high-efficiency for the weapon 
designers to facilitate the high-speed DEFAE missile development. 
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1. INTrODUcTION
Nowadays the warhead is designed from the conventional 

chemical explosive charge to the fuel-air explosive (FAE) 
which can cover larger area with no inhibition by land contour 
or protective structures in military applications1. FAE weapons 
have been equipped, or are being developed and improved in 
many countries. A double-event fuel-air explosive (DEFAE) 
warhead mainly consists of the mixed fuel, a fuze, a shell, a 
central pipe and a high-explosive (HE) charged in the central 
pipe. The mixed fuel is filled in a column structure and dispersed 
by the center explosion drive. The dispersed fuel mixing with 
air forms the explosive fuel air cloud. Then mixture cloud will 
detonate by the initiation of the twice-detonating fuze (TDF). 
Meanwhile, high-speed missiles are becoming a new research 
hotspot for its tactical mobility and momentum. Furthermore, 
the high-speed DEFAE has a better application prospect in 
the real warfare. However, the high speed may induce TDF 
to fly out of the fuel/air cloud, which increases the difficulty 
of the initiation by TDF. Hence, it is necessary to study the 
TDF motion state and set up a TDF design system, so as to 
prevent the initiation failure caused by uncontrolled TDF 
and enhance the weapon system reliability in the high-speed 
DEFAE application. 

At present, much work on FAE development has been 
completed numerically and experimentally. Important features 
of fuel air explosives studies on different performance 
parameters, namely, minimum initiation energy, fuel droplet 

size, sensitivity to detonation etc. and current trends in this field 
of research have been briefly discussed by Rao2. Singh3, et al. 
developed a theoretical model for the prediction of the mean-
mass diameter of droplets produced by the fragmentation of 
liquid fuel in the near field and a distribution model for the 
initial distribution of the droplet diameter in a FAE device. 
Zhang4, et al. studied the critical ignition temperature of 
FAE with the charge of solid-liquid mixed fuel and the fuel 
motion state in the acceleration process5, and later revealed the 
dispersal character of the mixed fuel by the burst HE charged 
in the central pipe6. Singh7, et al. developed the design of a 
diode laser proximity sensor based on the principle of optical 
triangulation for FAE bomb applications. Apparao8, et al. 
studied the formation of the unconfined detonable vapor cloud 
by explosive ways. Simultaneously, With the Tri-nitro Toluene 
(TNT) equivalence method, Apparao9, et al. analysed the blast 
parameters of the unconfined aerosols of 4.2 kg PO formed by 
breaking open the cylindrical canister with the help of axially 
positioned central burster charge. Liu compared the detonation 
characteristics in energy output of gaseous JP-10 and propylene 
oxide in air by CFD simulations10.

As we have seen, the previous available publications 
mainly focus on the fuel dispersal, aerosol cloud sizes, fuel 
density distribution and evaluation of the detonation power. 
However, few papers center on the secondary initiation 
by TDF, especially the TDF motion trajectory at the high 
dynamics. At present, the TDF initiation has 2 modes, viz., 
random initiation and high energy initiation at a fixed point11,12. 
In the case of random initiation, there are lots of drawbacks Received : 28 July 2019, Revised : 06 May 2020 
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such as high random motion state, small amount of central 
HE, low reliability of detonation, unexpected burning and 
deflagration13,14. Thus, to avoid TDF being ejected outside of 
cloud15,16, the second mode is selected. Moreover the shock 
wave overpressure based on FAE explosion would decrease 
with the increase of the number of secondary initiation points. 
The overpressure reduced by 48%~52% from a single point 
to four points17. As a result, the single-point initiation mode is 
adopted for generating the greatest shock wave overpressure. 
ultimately, with unifying the two modes above, a new approach 
of fixed single-point initiation by high energy is proposed. 

The successful TDF initiation, one of the key technical 
problems, is the precondition that DEFAE can unleash its 
enormous detonation power. As full-scale experimental 
investigations are extremely expensive and difficult, 
simulation research approaches based on modelling are of 
great significance. consequently in the present study, for 
purpose of any new DEFAE development, to eliminate the 
initiation failure hazard, three major issues have been figured 
out. Firstly, the TDF motion state with the nonlinear mechanics 
analysis was modeled. Moreover, the TDF guidance design 
system was programmed using MATLAB with the equations 
of mechanical equilibrium. The graphical user interface (guI) 
was designed, which is used easily to provide guidance for 
DEFAE weapon designers with various input parameters. In 
addition, influences of various input parameters on the TDF 
motion trajectory were studied in detail singly. Subsequently, a 
certain TDF example was designed to provide an optimisation 
design idea. 

2. cOmpUTATIONAl mODEl 
The physical model likes that, TDF tied with parachute 

is embedded in the top of DEFAE warhead, which is right 
above the central burst high-explosive (HE) pipe, shown in  
Fig. 1. The working principle of DEFAE warhead is as 
follows. once the high speed DEFAE warhead detects the 
objective, the central HE detonates to drive fuel to spread 
and mix with air. At the same time, TDF is activated by 
the output signal. With the restraint of parachute, TDF 
falls inside the cloud along with the original trajectory. By 
using millisecond delay initiation of TDF, the fuel-air cloud 

detonates when TDF reaches a predetermined position. Based 
on the above principle, it is known that the warhead falls down 
under the action of the self- gravity, the tension of parachute 
lines and the aerodynamic drag. Moreover when the center 
HE explodes, the TDF motion is also affected by center HE 
explosion force.

For the computational mode, it is assumed the TDF and 
parachute always fall down on a vertical plane after the central 
HE initiation. The TDF is supposed as a mass point without 
the plastic deformation in the rigid motion. A coordinate axis 
in which the positive direction is straight downwards is set 
up. The origin of coordinates is the right place of TDF just in 
time of the center HE initiation. At this point, 0t = , 0v v= . To 
emphasis on analysing the TDF falling track after the central 
HE explosion, the TDF motion is a two-stage process including 
the rapid deceleration phase and the free falling phase. 

2.1 Force Analysis
At the rapid deceleration phase, taking the TDF as the 

research object, the TDF motion state is affected by TDF 
self-gravity ( yG ), parachute ropes tension ( lR ), central HE 
explosion pressure ( pR ), aerodynamic drag ( aR ). Taking the 
parachute as the research object, its motion is influenced by 
parachute self-gravity ( sG ), parachute rope tension, parachute 
drag ( sR ), shown in Fig. 2(a). At the free falling phase, the 
center HE explosion doesn’t exert pressure on TDF anymore. 
This means the pressure is nonexistent, the rest are the same 
as the rapid deceleration phase, shown in Fig. 2(b). The three 
forces, viz., parachute ropes tension, central HE explosion 
pressure and aerodynamic drag play important roles in the 
TDF deceleration. The detailed presentations of some crucial 

Figure 1. Sketch of the DEFAE warhead with the fixed single-
point initiation TDF.

forces are clarified separately in particular.

2.1.1 Parachute Drag
The parachute drag is made up of the quasi-steady fluid 

aerodynamic drag and the inertia resistance18, so its expression 
is 

z s fR R R= +                                                                   (1)
where R  represents the force, zR  is the parachute drag; sR  
is the quasi-steady fluid aerodynamic drag; fR  is the inertia 
resistance of parachute. 

According with the aerodynamics 19, sR  is expressed by
21

2s s s
dyR A C
dt

 = ρ  
 

                                                       (2)

Figure 2. TDF and parachute force analysis of (a) rapid deceleration 
phase and (b) free falling phase. 

(a) (b)
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where ρ  is the gas density near the parachute, sA  is the vertical 
projection area of the fully inflated parachute; sC  is the air 
drag coefficient of parachute relative to the characteristic area 
which is just sA . Here is known that sC changes with the shape 
of the parachute. but after the full inflation of the parachute, 
the vertical projection area of the parachute is constant. This 
means sA  is constant and sC  tends to a stable value. As for the 
parachute with the fixed material and size, an empirical value 
is taken, 1.4sC = 20. 

 The gas density near the parachute is changeable. But 
before the parachute falls into the fuel/air cloud, it changes 
with the altitude, but almost slightly, which is negligible. After 
the parachute and TDF fell into the cloud, its value increases 
mainly due to the influence of fuel/air density. However, 
based on the CFD numerical simulations of fuel dispersal and 
experimental results, the fuel concentration in the cloud is not 
evenly distributed, so we can only use a mean estimate method, 
the change of fuel concentration is about 0.01-0.2 kg/m3, or 
even smaller, only a pretty small local area has a high density 
in quite short time. Compared with the atmospheric density of 
1.293 kg/m3, the change range is small. Therefore, to facilitate 
programming and modelling, a constant value approximate to 
the atmospheric density is taken in next simulations. 

fR  can be expressed in the momentum form. fR  is equal 
to the force which makes the added mass accelerate. According 
with the Newton second law, its expression is 

2

2f f f
dv d yR m m
dt dt

= =                                                    (3)

where fm  is the added mass of the parachute.
The inertia resistance is the added motion resistance due 

to overcoming the mass inertia in the unsteady motion, like 
adding a new mass in the motion object. The real mass doesn’t 
increase, so it is also called false mass which is related to the 
character and structure of the motion object21. The theoretical 
calculation of the added mass of the parachute is a complex 
issue which has not been solved completely. Therefore the 
empirical algorithm is used in the engineering. Here the 
sphere empirical method is adopted, which is close to the true 
circumstance of the fully inflated parachute. In this way, the 
added mass is approximate to the air mass in a sphere. The 
radius of this sphere is the same as the radius of sA . So the 
added mass is expressed by 

34
3fm r= ρπ                                                                    (4)

where r  is the radius of sA . Here, the surface area of fully 
inflated parachute ( S ) is approximately twice of sA . So the 
vertical projection area of the fully open parachute is expressed 
by

2 1
2sA r S= π =                                                               (5)

With Eqns. (4) and (5), the added mass becomes
3 1

32 2
24 1 2

3 2 3f
Sm S   = ρπ = ρ   π π   

                                   (6)

Seen from Eqn. (6), the added mass can be expressed by S. 
This means the inertia resistance can be controlled by changing 
the parachute superficial area. In the eqn. (4), r is invariable 
after the full inflation of the parachute; the added mass will not 

vary with time, which can be written by 0fdm
dt

= .

2.1.2 Pressure of Central HE Explosion on TDF
From the previous research results, seem from the  

Fig. 3, there is a sharp jump in the air explosion shock wave 
pressure and then the overpressure drops rapidly and almost 
linearly. As the TDF bottom is in succession with the top of 
the central HE pipe, which means there is no propagation 
distance of the shock wave, here is assumed that the central 
HE detonates instantly and fully converts to the high-pressure 
detonation gas when t is 0 s. This means it is the maximum 
blast overpressure (a) acting on TDF when t = 0 s. In addition, 
due to the high falling speed of TDF, the overpressure decays 
relatively faster. When the overpressure decays to 0, the central 
explosion acting force disappears. Thus, the previous stage of 
overpressure propagation and growth and the oscillation stage 
are basically ignored, and the following approximate linear 
equation of overpressure attenuation is used in our modelling. 
Accordingly, the central HE explosion continues to be exerted 
on TDF in a very short time (b).

Figure 3. Typical waveform structure of the air explosion shock 
wave22. 

Based on the analysis above, here is an assumption for the 
central explosion pressure acting on TDF: the pressure of the 
central explosion gas vertically acts on the TDF bottom and 
the intensity of the pressure has a significant linear correlation 
with time and its initial load. So the expressions of the pressure 
and its intensity are, respectively. 

( )p yR A P t=                                                                   (7)

( )
6

6
3

10 10
10

aP t t a
b −

×
= − ⋅ + ×

×
                                          (8)

where pR  is the central HE explosion pressure on the TDF; 
( )P t  is the intensity of pR ; yA  is the TDF base area; a  is the 

initial load of the central HE explosion, which is the maximum 
blast pressure from central explosion; b  is the duration of the 
central HE explosion acting on TDF.

2.1.3 Aerodynamic Drag of TDF
The aerodynamic drag of the TDF:

21
2a y y

dyR A C
dt

 = ρ  
 

                                                      (9)

where aR  is the aerodynamic drag of the TDF; yA  is the 
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characteristic area of the TDF; yC  is the aerodynamic drag 
factor of the TDF.

The TDF size is much smaller than the parachute size. 
There are several orders of magnitude in their characteristic 
area. Meanwhile sC  is also greater than yC . The ratio of their 
drag characteristics approaches 0, viz., ( ) / ( ) 0y sCA CA = . This 
indicates aR  has the far less influence on the TDF deceleration 
motion than sR . Therefore aR  is negligible. 

2.2 TDF motion State Equations 
2.2.1 TDF Motion State Equation at Rapid 

Deceleration Phase
In the coordinate system of a vertical plane, setting up the 

kinetic equations of the parachute and the TDF respectively as 
follows:

2

2 s s l z
d y m m g R R
dt

= + −                                                (10)

2

2 y y l p a
d y m m g R R R
dt

= − − −                                       (11)

By addition of Eqns. (11) and (10), the kinetic equations 
of the TDF and the parachute become one:

( ) ( )
2

2y s y s p a z
d ym m m m g R R R
dt

+ = + − − −                (12)

Because aR  is negligible, substituting Eqns. (1), (2), (3), 
(7), (8) into Eqn. (12) in the meanwhile, the new equation is

( ) ( )
2 6

6
2 3

22

2

10 10
10

1
2

y s y s y

f s s

d y am m m m g A t a
dt b

d y dym A C
dtdt

−

 ×
+ = + − − ⋅ + × × 

 − − ρ  
 

 (13)
Rearranging the eqn. (13),
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( )

22
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10

y
y s f s s y

y s
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m m g

 + + = − ρ + × ⋅ − 
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 (14)
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Abbreviating the Eqn. (15), the TDF motion state equation 
at the rapid deceleration phase is developed as

22

1 2 3 42

d y dyk k t k k g
dtdt

 = − + ⋅ − + 
 

                              (16)

where 
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2.2.2 TDF Motion State Equation at Free Falling 
Phase

pR  is nonexistent at this phase, the rest are the same as the 
rapid deceleration phase. In fact, the motion state equation of 
the TDF is the Eqn. (12) just without pR  which is as follow: 

22

1 42

d y dyk k g
dtdt

 = − + 
 

                                               (17)

2.2.3 Coupled Motion State Equations of High 
Speed TDF during Entire Falling Process after 
Central HE Explosion
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The above simultaneous equations describe accurately the 
whole falling slowdown track of the high speed TDF from this 
time of the center HE initiation to when the TDF detonates the 
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fuel-air cloud. The complicated equations cannot be directly 
solved for the analytic solution. Accordingly the MATLAB 
software is utilised to program the equation group for the 
numerical solutions and figures of the TDF displacements in 
various conditions. 

2.3 Validation of Numerical model
To prove the validity of this numerical model above, the 

drop test23 of cruciform parachute at its steady drop stage is 
compared with the simulation result, as shown in Fig. 4, which 
shows that the numerical result is in good agreement with the 
experimental results, the error between them is less than 8.2%. 
As a result, the numerical model has a good reliability. The 
main design parameters of cruciform parachute are exhibited 
in Table 1.

Table 1. main parameters of parachute in drop test

parachute 
mass/kg

parachute 
area/m2

load 
mass/kg

Drag 
coefficient

Initial 
velocity/(m/s)

5 87 231 1.4 11.5
 

represented in Fig. 7(a). Limited by the length of the article, 
then only five selected key factors are to be studied next. 
Nonetheless, the other three factors are essential to the TDF 
motion state. 

4. DIScUSSIONS
4.1 Analysis on Various parameters
4.1.1 Impact of v0 on TDF Displacement 

under the condition of other technological parameters 
unchanged, taking v0 as 200 m/s, 400 m/s and 600 m/s, 
respectively, the results are displayed in Fig. 7(b). Seen from 
Fig. 7(b), in the same amount of time, the falling distance of 
the TDF would increase with the increase of the initial falling 
velocities of the TDF at the time of the central HE initiation.

4.1.2 Impact of my on TDF Displacement
The TDF mass correlated with its structure determines 

whether the fuel-air cloud detonates successfully by the 
high energy or not. It also has a strong tie to the destruction 
efficiency of the DeFae. Thus it is extremely necessary to 
conduct the research on the factor of my. unchanging the other 
technological parameters and taking my  as 2 kg, 4 kg, and 6 kg, 
respectively, the results are displayed in Fig. 7(c). Seen from 
Fig. 7 (c), in the same amount of time, the falling distance of 
the TDF would increase with the increase of the TDF mass.

Figure 5. Graphical user interface of input parameters.

Figure 4. Altitude history of parachute-object system versus 
time in experiment and simulation.

Figure 6. Output pattern of GUI simulation.

2.4 Graphical User Interface Design
The graphical user interface is the human-computer 

interaction intermediary with powerful functions, can complete 
many complex program modules24.

A digital parameters setting system based on LCD display 
and keyboard input is provided in the MATLAB. Taking the 
reference group of parameters as an instance, the English 
visual input interface version is illustrated in Fig. 5.

by clicking on the ‘Run’ button, a subsidiary interface is 
displayed in Fig. 6. The users can also select the save, Print, 
zoom in, zoom out, Pan and other functions through the menu 
bar to save the data graphics and the like. Subsequently it 
only needs to click the ‘Exit’ button of the parameter setting 
interface to close the simulation.

3. rESUlTS
Setting a reference group of parameters for the TDF 

motion: a = 1 MPa, b= 50 ms, Ay = 0.01 m2, my = 2 kg, ms= 1 
kg, S = 1.5 m2, Cs= 1.4, v0 = 200 m/s, the falling TDF track is 
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4.1.3 Impact of Ay on TDF Displacement
It is that the center HE explosion acting on the TDF 

bottom so that the TDF could be slow down instantaneously. 
The TDF base area is also highly relevant to its mass and 
structure. Thus it is needed to study on the factor of Ay . under 
the condition of other parameters unchanged, taking as 0.01m2, 
0.015 m2, 0.02 m2, respectively, the results are displayed in Fig. 
7(d). Seen from Fig. 7(d), in the same amount of time, the TDF 
displacement would decrease with the increase of the base area 
of the TDF. The central HE explosion pressure on the TDF 
is proportional to the TDF base area. known from another 

perspective, viz., by the Eqn. (7), the greater the action surface 
on the TDF results into the greater the pressure exerted by the 
central HE explosion on the TDF. 

4.1.4 Impact of S on TDF Displacement
The superficial area of the parachute links with its cost. 

Therefore, in such circumstance of satisfying other DEFAE 
design objections, it is economical to keep the parachute as 
small as possible. under the condition of other parameters 
unchanged, taking S as 1 m2, 1.5 m2, 2 m2, respectively, the 
results are displayed in Fig. 7(e). Seen from Fig. 7(e), in the 

Figure 7. (a) Falling track of the TDF as a reference. comparison of the TDF tracks affected by various, (b) Initial falling velocities, 
(c) TDF mass, (d) TDF base areas, (e) parachute surface areas and (f) Initial central HE explosion loads.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

(e) (f)
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same amount of time, the falling distance of the TDF would 
decrease with the increase of the superficial area of the 
parachute. Thus if the TDF falling displacement and other 
factors unchanged are given, the minimum S could be sought 
step by step.

4.1.5 Impact of a on TDF Displacement
The central HE explosion exerts a transient but 

tremendous impact on the falling TDF so that TDF reduces 
the falling speed rapidly. By the Eqns. (7) and (8), the initial 
central HE explosion pressure load and the pressure duration 
are crucial to the TDF deceleration. under the condition of 
other parameters unchanged, taking a as 0.5 MPa, 1 MPa, 2 
MPa, respectively, the results are displayed in Fig. 7(f). seen 
from Fig. 7(f), in the same amount of time, the falling distance 
of the TDF would decrease with the increase of the initial load 
of the center HE explosion. In the case of taking a as 2 MPa, 
the falling distance is very small at the free falling phase, which 
means a can direct effectively the TDF to the preset region.

4.2 Ensample for Optimisation Design of TDF
Here, it is a hypothesis that a new type of 500 kg DEFAE 

missile with a sonic attack speed of 360 m/s is needed to be 
developed. The center of the fuel/air cloud formed after the 
central explosion moves down 15 m in 300 ms. Therefore, 
in order to make the cloud field coupled with the TDF under 
such conditions, it is necessary to make TDF fall about 15m at 
300ms, which is just able to implement the fixed initiation by 
high energy. whereupon, the programmed guI is employed 
to continuously adjust other controllable parameters, so as to 
optimise the TDF design to meet the displacement at 300 ms. 
For a specific missile, it is supposed that the central He and 
parachute are invariable, where, a = 100 MPa, b = 10 ms, S = 
2 m2, Ay =0.005 m2, ms = 5 kg, Cs= 1.4. Thus, with attempts of 
various TDF masses, it is found that when my= 4.225 kg, the 
TDF can get to the 15.03 m at 300 ms along the axis within 
the fuel/air cloud, as shown in Fig. 8. In the similar way, the 
relationships of other parameters versus the TDF motion 
trajectory can be acquired, so as to optimise the whole DEFAE 
weapon design. 

5. cONclUSIONS
To avoid the TDF flying out of fuel/air cloud and prevent 

the initiation failure, an original fixed single-point initiation 
solution is presented. Therewith, the TDF motion trajectory 
is modelled with the nonlinear mechanics analysis, and the 
numerical model is verified by a drop test. accordingly, the guI 
for the TDF design system is developed using MATLAB.

Furthermore, by using this guI, the simulation results 
indicate that the TDF displacement would increase with the 
increase of the initial falling velocity and TDF mass. on the 
contrary, the falling distance would reduce with the increase 
of the initial central explosion load, TDF bottom area and 
parachute surface area.

ultimately, by the similar design approach of the 
ensample of 500 kg DEFAE missile with a sonic attack speed 
of 360m/s, the relationships of the design parameters versus 
the TDF motion trajectory can be acquired, so as to optimise 
any DEFAE missile development. 
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